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(54) METHOD OF ACQUIRING ROCK COMPONENT CONTENT OF STRATUM

(57) Disclosed is a method of acquiring the rock com-
ponent content in a stratum, the method comprising: on
the basis of acquired element capture spectroscopy log-
ging data, performing normalization processing on each
element yield in the stratum rock components; on the
basis of an element yield curve obtained from the nor-
malization processing and a pre-established stratum
rock interpretation model, establishing a logging curve

response equation set; and utilizing the established log-
ging curve response equation set and an optimization
algorithm, calculating the content of a rock component
in a stratum. The method and device can directly process
element yield data of element capture spectroscopy log-
ging, and can improve the accuracy of calculating the
rock component in a stratum.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese patent application No. 2015107317407 filed on November 02, 2015
with an invention title "method and device for acquiring stratum rock component contents", and the entire content thereof
is incorporated by reference herein.

Technical Field

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the technical field of oil-gas exploration, and particularly, to a method and
device for acquiring stratum rock component contents.

Background Art

[0003] In the oil-gas field exploration, the quantitative calculation of the stratum rock component contents is the basis
and key for the evaluation of the well logging interpretation. The accuracy of the calculation result directly influences the
lithology identification, the stratigraphic division, the reservoir parameter calculation, the hydrocarbon reservoir prediction
and analysis, the oil field region evaluation, etc. Thus, how to quickly and accurately calculate the stratum rock mineral
component contents is very important to the oil-gas field exploration and development.
[0004] Currently, the prior art mainly uses two methods to calculate the stratum rock component contents. One is to
directly calculate using several well logging curves sensitive to the stratum lithology changes among conventional well
logging data, with a given interpretation model, based on quantitative relations between minerals, fluids and well logging
responses. The other is to convert the yields of elements such as silicon, calcium, iron, magnesium and sulfur obtained
by unfolding spectrums of the original measurement signal through "oxygen closing" processing, into weight percentage
contents of the elements using element capture energy spectrum well logging data, and calculate the mineral percentage
contents through conversion relations between the stratum elements and the rock minerals.
[0005] During implementation of the present disclosure, the inventor finds that the prior art at least has the following
problems: 1) information of the elements composing the stratum rock recorded in the conventional well logging data is
limited, thus the types of the calculated rock mineral components are limited, and the calculation precision is low; 2) the
element capture energy spectrum well logging data processing is tedious, and the mineral contents cannot be calculated
unless the yields of elements are converted into the weight percentage contents of the elements, while the conversion
models between the elements and the minerals are established based on the oil field sedimentary rocks abroad and the
application effects are not ideal in many regions of China; 3) the above two methods both substantively directly calculate
using empirical relations between the stratum minerals and fluids and the conventional well logging or element capture
energy spectrum well logging response, thus the data utilization degree is low, and the calculation precision is largely
limited.

Summary of the Disclosure

[0006] An objective of the embodiments of the present disclosure is to provide a method and device for acquiring
stratum rock component contents, so as to improve a calculation precision of the stratum rock component contents.
[0007] In order to achieve the above technical objective, a method and device for acquiring stratum rock component
contents provided by the embodiments of the present disclosure are realized as follows.
[0008] The embodiments of the present disclosure provide a method for acquiring stratum rock component contents,
comprising:

performing normalization processing on all yields of elements in acquired element capture energy spectrum well
logging data;
establishing a well logging curve response equation set according to an element yield curve after the normalization
processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model; and
calculating stratum rock component contents using the established well logging curve response equation set and
an optimization algorithm.

[0009] The embodiments of the present disclosure further provide an device for acquiring stratum rock component
contents, comprising:

a normalization processing unit configured to perform normalization processing of yields of elements in acquired
element capture energy spectrum well logging data;
an establishment unit configured to establish a well logging curve response equation set according to the yields of
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the elements after the normalization processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model; and
a calculation unit configured to calculate stratum rock component contents using the established well logging re-
sponse equation set and an optimization algorithm.

[0010] As can be seen from the technical solutions provided by the above embodiments of the present disclosure, by
performing normalization processing on all yields of elements based on acquired element capture energy spectrum well
logging data, establishing a well logging curve response equation set according to the yields of the elements after the
normalization processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model, and calculating stratum rock compo-
nent contents using the established well logging curve response equation set and an optimization algorithm, the em-
bodiments of the present disclosure avoid "oxygen closing" processing in the element capture energy spectrum well
logging data processing and conversion steps from elements to minerals, and comprehensively process the conventional
well logging data and the element capture energy spectrum well logging data, thereby increasing the calculation precision
of the stratum rock component contents.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0011] In order to more clearly describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present disclosure or the
prior art, the drawings to be used in the descriptions of the embodiments or the prior art will be briefly introduced as
follows. Obviously, the drawings in the following descriptions just illustrate some embodiments of the present disclosure,
and a person skilled in the art can obtain other drawings from them without paying any creative labor.

Fig. 1 illustrates a flow diagram of a method for acquiring stratum rock component contents provided by an embod-
iment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 2 illustrates a flow diagram of substeps of step S 120;
Fig. 3 illustrates a comparison diagram between a calculation result of stratum rock component contents of well A
of Southwest Oil and Gas Field and a lab analysis result;
Fig. 4 illustrates a block diagram of a device for calculating stratum rock component contents provided by an
embodiment of the present disclosure.
Fig. 5 illustrates a device for acquiring stratum rock component contents provided by an embodiment of the present
disclosure.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0012] The embodiments of the present disclosure provide a method and device for acquiring stratum rock component
contents.
[0013] In order that a person skilled in the art better understands the technical solutions in the present disclosure, the
technical solutions in the embodiments of the present disclosure will be clearly and completely described with reference
to the drawings in the embodiments of the present disclosure. Obviously, those described are just parts, rather than all,
of the embodiments of the present disclosure. Any other embodiment obtained by a person skilled in the art based on
the embodiments of the present disclosure without paying any creative labor shall fall within the protection scope of the
present disclosure.
[0014] Next, a method for acquiring stratum rock component contents of the present disclosure will be described in
details with reference to the drawings. Although the present disclosure provides methodical operation steps as described
in the following embodiment or flow diagram, more or less operation steps may be included in the method based on the
conventional labor or a non-inventive labor. The execution orders of the steps having no necessary causal relation in
logics are not limited to those provided in the embodiments of the present disclosure. Fig. 1 illustrates a flow diagram
of a method for acquiring stratum rock component contents provided by an embodiment of the present disclosure. The
method comprises the steps of:
S110: performing normalization processing on all yields of elements in acquired element capture energy spectrum well
logging data.
[0015] After element capture energy spectrum well logging data of a target area is acquired, the normalization process-
ing may be performed on yields of elements in the measured stratum rock components using a normalization equation.
[0016] The target area may be the whole or a part of the exploration area.
[0017] The element capture energy spectrum well logging data may be the data obtained by measuring the target
area with a capture energy spectrum well logging method, and may include yields of elements such as silicon, aluminum,
sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, sulfur and titanium in the stratum rock. The capture energy spectrum
well logging method may be a method in which fast neutrons are transmitted to a stratum from a chemical source,
converted into thermal neutrons after multiple inelastic collisions in the stratum, and finally captured by surrounding
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atoms, while the elements return to the original state by releasing gamma rays.
[0018] The normalization processing of the yields of the elements may be performed using the following equation: 

wherein nyk denotes a yield of a k-th element after the normalization processing; wk denotes a yield normalization
coefficient of the k-th element; yk denotes a yield of the k-th element before the normalization processing; ne denotes
the number of element types; w1 and y1 denote a yield normalization coefficient of an l-th element and a yield thereof
before the normalization processing, respectively.
[0019] The yield normalization coefficient of an element is relevant to an element content in an oxide corresponding
to the element, and the yield normalization coefficients of conventional elements are shown in the following Table 1:

[0020] After the normalization processing is performed on the yields of the elements, an element yield curve may be
constructed. The element yield curve records a second actual well logging response value corresponding to each depth
point in a certain depth range, i.e., the yields of the elements after the normalization processing. The depth point may
be a point of a certain depth.
[0021] S120: establishing a well logging curve response equation set according to the yields of the elements after the
normalization processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model.
[0022] The well logging curve response equation set may be established using the obtained yields of the elements
after the normalization processing and the pre-established stratum rock interpretation model.
[0023] The stratum rock component interpretation model may be established according to main mineral component
types, trace mineral types and stratum fluid types of the stratum rock in the target area determined using the acquired
well logging data, core analysis data, fluid analysis data and geological conditions of the target area. The established
stratum rock model may include type information of a rock existed in the target area.
[0024] The well logging data may comprise the conventional well logging data and the element capture energy spectrum
well logging data. The core analysis data may be used for analyzing different positions and lithologies of the core, so
as to deepen the understanding of the stratum rock characteristics, and may comprise coring descriptions, physical
property analysis data, total rock oxide data, rock electrical property experimental data, etc. The fluid analysis data may
be used for recognizing stratum fluid types and stratum water properties, comprising stratum test data, stratum water
analysis data, etc.
[0025] For example, in well A of Southwest Oil and Gas Field, a well section of 2350.00 m to 2405.00 m is continuously
cored. The core shows that an upper portion of the well section has a lithology of black shale, and a lower portion thereof
gradually transitions to limestone. The core analysis shows that the main stratum mineral types of the well section are
clay, quartz, calcite and dolomite, a minute amount of pyrite is contained, and the pore fluid components are stratum
water and natural gas. Thus, the established stratum rock interpretation model comprises clay, quartz, calcite, dolomite,
pyrite, stratum water and natural gas.
[0026] To be noted, the execution orders of establishing the stratum rock interpretation model and performing the
normalization processing of the yields of the elements are not limited.
[0027] Step S120 specifically may comprise the following substeps, as illustrated in Fig. 2:
S121: acquiring element yield curves and conventional well logging curves meeting a preset requirement according to
the established stratum rock interpretation model.
[0028] The preset requirement may mean having obvious response characteristics with respect to the change of the
stratum rock mineral or fluid.
[0029] Acquiring element yield curves and conventional well logging curves meeting a preset requirement according
to the established stratum rock interpretation model may mean acquiring element yield curves and conventional well
logging curves which can reflect relevant characteristics of mineral components and/or fluid components according to
the mineral components and/or the fluid components included in the stratum rock interpretation model.
[0030] The conventional well logging curve may be acquired from well logging data obtained by a well logging with a
conventional well logging method, and it records a first actual well logging response value corresponding to each depth

Table 1: Yield Normalization Coefficients of Conventional Elements

Element Si Ca Fe S Ti ......
Yield normalization coefficient 2.14 1.52 0.23 0.01 0.09 ......
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point in a certain depth range. The element yield curve is acquired by performing normalization processing of the yields
of the elements obtained by measuring the element capture energy spectrum well logging, and it records a second actual
well logging response value corresponding to each depth point in a certain depth range. The depth point may be a point
of a certain depth.
[0031] Various well logging curves reflect different stratum information characteristics. For example, in the conventional
well logging, it is generally recognized that the natural gamma curve mainly reflects a total amount of stratum clay
minerals, the tri-porosity curve mainly reflects a stratum pore development degree, and the resistivity curve mainly
reflects a change of intrapore fluid components. The stratum minerals reflected by the element yield curves are also
inconsistent with each other. For example, an aluminum (Al) element yield curve reflects a stratum clay mineral content;
a silicon (Si) element yield curve indicates a change of a stratum quartz content; a calcium (Ca) element yield curve
mainly reflects a carbonatite mineral content in a stratum, and it is relevant to a calcite content and a dolomite content
in the stratum; a potassium (K) element yield curve and a sodium (Na) element yield curve well indicate feldspar mineral
components in a stratum; an iron (Fe) element yield curve mainly reflects iron-bearing minerals such as pyrite and
siderite in a stratum; the sulfur (S) element yield curve can also well reflect a stratum pyrite content. Thus, corresponding
well logging curves can be acquired according to the mineral components included in the established stratum rock
interpretation model. For example, in well A, the established stratum rock interpretation model includes clay, quartz,
calcite, dolomite, pyrite, stratum water and natural gas. Thus, for the stratum mineral and fluid types in the stratum rock
interpretation model, the acquired well logging curves may include element yield curves of Al, Si, Ca, Fe and S, the
natural gamma curve, the resistivity curve and the tri-porosity curve.
[0032] Preferably, the number of the acquired element yield curves and conventional well logging curves may be larger
than that of mineral components in the stratum rock interpretation model.
[0033] S122: establishing response equations each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and conven-
tional well logging curves.
[0034] After the element yield curves and the conventional well logging curves are acquired, corresponding response
equations may be established, respectively, to constitute the well logging curve response equation set. The well logging
curves may comprise the element yield curve and the conventional well logging curve.
[0035] Establishing response equations each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and conventional
well logging curves may mean establishing relational expressions between the theoretical well logging response values
each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and conventional well logging curves and volume percentage
contents of stratum rock components.
[0036] For each depth point, the response equation corresponding to the established conventional well logging curve
may be represented as: 

wherein tck1 denotes a theoretical well logging response value corresponding to a k-th conventional well logging curve
acquired; vi and vj denote volume percentage contents of each mineral component and fluid component of a stratum,
respectively; Ri and Rj denote well logging response parameters of each mineral and fluid, respectively; m and f denote
the number of the minerals and fluids in a stratum rock, respectively; i, j and k are all positive integers.
[0037] The response equation corresponding to each conventional well logging curve acquired may be established
using equation (2).
[0038] For example, a response equation corresponding to the natural gamma well logging curve may be represented
as: 

wherein tcGR denotes a theoretical well logging response value corresponding to the natural gamma well logging curve;
vclay, vquar, vcalc, vdolo, vpyri, vwater and vgas denote volume percentage contents of clay, quartz, calcite, dolomite, pyrite,
stratum water and natural gas, respectively; GRclay, GRquar, GRcalc, GRdolo, GRpyri, GRwater and GRgas denote natural
gamma well logging response parameters of clay, quartz, calcite, dolomite, pyrite, stratum water and natural gas, re-
spectively.
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[0039] For each depth point, the response equation corresponding to the established element yield curve may be
represented as: 

wherein tck2 denotes a theoretical well logging response value corresponding to a k-th element yield curve acquired; ρi
denotes a density value of an i-th stratum mineral, and it is a constant.
[0040] The response equation corresponding to each conventional well logging curve acquired may be established
using equation (4).
[0041] For example, a response equation corresponding to the stratum calcium element yield curve may be represented
with equation (5): 

wherein tcCa denote a theoretical well logging response value corresponding to the calcium element yield curve; Caclay,
Caquar, Cacalc, Cadolo and Capyri denote calcium element well logging response parameters of clay, quartz, calcite,
dolomite and pyrite, respectively; ρclay, ρquar, ρcalc, ρdolo and ρpyri denote mineral densities of clay, quartz, calcite, dolomite
and pyrite, respectively.
[0042] The well logging response parameters in equations (2) to (5) may be determined with a method that combines
a rock element mineral experiment with a theoretical value calculation. The well logging response parameters in equations
(2) to (3) may also take the technicians’ empirical values or values acquired with other methods in the prior art.
[0043] Regarding most of conventional minerals, their chemical components are fixed, and their well logging response
parameters can be directly obtained through the theoretical value calculation. For example, the specific calculation
equation for the well logging response parameters in equations (4) to (5) may be represented as: 

wherein PAB denotes a well logging response parameter of element A in mineral B of the stratum; ArA denotes a relative
atomic weight of element A in mineral B; NA denotes the number of atoms of element A in mineral B; MrB denotes a
molecular weight of mineral B.
[0044] Regarding a mineral having complex chemical components and various changes, a total rock oxide analysis
and assay may be performed on the mineral components through experiment measures, so as to directly determine the
element well logging response parameter. For example, each element well logging response parameter for the mineral
components can be determined with a method such as X-ray Diffraction (XRD), X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), Fourier
transform infrared spectrum analyzer (FTIR), etc.
[0045] During an implementation, experimental methods are taken to determine the variation range and optimal values
of element well logging response parameters in acquired core samples of a plurality of oil field blocks in the east and
west of China. For example, it is possible to determine the element well logging response parameters of sixteen con-
ventional stratum minerals, such as quartz, sodium feldspar, potassium feldspar, calcite and dolomite, in the above oil
fields, as shown in Table 2:

Table 2 Element Well Logging Response Parameters of Conventional Stratum Minerals

[0046]
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[0047] S130: calculating stratum rock component contents using the established well logging response equation set
and an optimization algorithm.
[0048] The stratum rock component contents may comprise the mineral component contents and the fluid component
contents. In this embodiment, calculating stratum rock component contents may mean calculating volume percentage
contents of each mineral component and fluid component in a stratum rock.
[0049] After the response equations corresponding to the acquired conventional well logging curves and the response
equations corresponding to the acquired element yield curves are established, the mineral component contents of the
stratum rock may be calculated using the established response equations and the optimization algorithm. Specifically,
[0050] After the response equations are established, an optimization target function may be established with a least
square method. The established target function may be represented as: 
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wherein tck1 denotes a theoretical well logging response value corresponding to a conventional well logging curve, and
tck1 denotes a theoretical well logging response value corresponding to an element yield curve; tmk1 denotes a first actual
well logging response value corresponding to tck1, and tmk2 denotes a second actual well logging response value cor-
responding to tck2, namely yields of elements after the normalization processing; wk1 denotes a weight coefficient of a
conventional well logging curve in an optimization model, wk2 denotes a weight coefficient of an element yield curve in
the optimization model, and the values of the two weight coefficients may be determined based on the quality of the well
logging curve; n1 and n2 are the number of the acquired conventional well logging curves and element yield curves,
respectively; k1 and k2 are positive integers.
[0051] The mineral component contents and the fluid component contents in the stratum rock may be calculated using
the established target function and a non-linear optimization algorithm after establishing the target function. Namely, the
theoretical well logging response values (i.e., equations (2) and (4)) corresponding to the acquired well logging curves
and corresponding actual well logging response values are plugged into equations (7) and (8); equation (8) may be
solved using the non-linear optimization algorithm to calculate a value of the target function F(v) ; the volume percentage
contents of each mineral component and/or fluid component in the stratum may be continuously adjusted with an opti-
mization method, so that the value of the target function F(v) becomes minimum; at that time, the volume percentage
contents of each mineral component and/or fluid component are those finally determined for the stratum rock.
[0052] To be noted, the volume percentage contents of the mineral component and the fluid component in equation
(8) may be restricted in a certain range, so that a sum of the volume percentage contents of all the components is 1,
while preset constraint conditions can be met. The constraint conditions may be defined, by an interpreter based on
empirical knowledge, for the range of the mineral component content and the fluid component content in the stratum
rock component interpretation model, including maximum and minimum values of the mineral content, maximum and
minimum values of the stratum porosity, etc. The constraint conditions may be set before or after the stratum rock
component interpretation model is established.
[0053] After each mineral component content and fluid component content in the stratum rock are calculated, the
stratum lithology, the advantageous parts for reservoir development, and the fluid properties can be determined. For
example, when the calcite content is high while the clay and dolomite contents are low in the stratum after a calculation,
it may be judged that the stratum is a limestone stratum; and when hydrocarbon is dominant in the calculated fluid, it
may be judged that the stratum is a hydrocarbon bearing stratum.
[0054] Fig. 3 illustrates a comparison diagram between a calculation result of stratum rock component contents of
well A of Southwest Oil and Gas Field and a lab analysis result. The rightmost column in Fig. 3 is a component section
obtained by processing well A with a stratum rock component content calculation method proposed by the present
disclosure. The second to fifth columns from right (i.e., the seventh to tenth columns from left) are comparisons between
calculation results of the method provided by the embodiment of the present disclosure and the coring analysis result.
As can be seen from those columns, the mineral component contents of clay, quartz and calcite of the stratum calculated
with the method provided by the embodiment of the present disclosure are consistent with the core experimental analysis
result. The fifth and sixth columns from left are element yield curves of aluminum, silicon, calcium, iron and sulfur of the
stratum after the normalization processing. As can be seen from the first column from right in Fig. 3, in the reservoir
within a section of 2364.00 m to 2395.00 m, the pores are well developed, and the total amounts of natural gas and
stratum water (white and black filled parts) are high, wherein natural gas (white filled parts) are dominant. Thus, it can
be judged that the pores in that section are mainly filled of natural gas, which is an advantageous exploration portion
for shale gas reservoir.
[0055] As can be seen from the above steps, the embodiments of the present disclosure perform normalization process-
ing of yields of elements using acquired element capture energy spectrum well logging data; establish a well logging
curve response equation set according to the element yield curves acquired after the normalization processing and a
pre-established stratum rock interpretation model, the well logging curve response equation set comprising response
equations corresponding to conventional well logging curves and the element yield curves; and calculate stratum rock
component contents using the established well logging response equation set and an optimization algorithm. The method
provided by the embodiments of the present disclosure not only avoids "oxygen closing" processing in the element
capture energy spectrum well logging data processing and conversion steps from elements to minerals, but also com-
prehensively processes the conventional well logging data and the element capture energy spectrum well logging data,
thereby increasing the calculation precision of the stratum rock component contents, reducing the calculation amount,
and improving the calculation efficiency. The method is also well adaptive for the reservoir evaluations of various complex
lithologies.
[0056] The embodiments of the present disclosure further provide a device for acquiring stratum rock component
contents. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the device comprises a normalization processing unit 510, an establishment unit 520
and a calculation unit 530, wherein the normalization processing unit 510 may be configured to perform normalization
processing of yields of elements in acquired element capture energy spectrum well logging data; the establishment unit
520 may be configured to establish a well logging curve response equation set according to the yields of the elements
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after the normalization processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model; and the calculation unit may
be configured to calculate stratum rock component contents using the established well logging response equation set
and an optimization algorithm.
[0057] In an embodiment, the establishment unit 520 may comprise (not illustrated):

an acquisition subunit configured to acquire element yield curves and conventional well logging curves meeting a
preset requirement according to the established stratum rock interpretation model;
a first establishment subunit configured to establish response equations corresponding to the acquired element
yield curves and conventional well logging curves, respectively. The established response equations may be as
shown in equations (2) and (4).

[0058] In an embodiment, the calculation unit 530 may comprise (not illustrated):

a second establishment subunit configured to establish a target function using the well logging curve response
equation set;
a calculation subunit configured to calculate volume percentage contents of each mineral component and fluid
component in a stratum rock using the target function.

[0059] As can be seen from the above description, by providing a normalization processing unit configured to perform
normalization processing of yields of elements acquired by measuring the element capture energy spectrum well logging,
an establishment unit configured to establish a well logging curve response equation set comprising response equations
corresponding to conventional well logging curves and element yield curves, and a calculation unit configured to calculate
stratum rock component contents, the embodiment of the present disclosure increases the calculation precision of the
stratum rock component contents.
[0060] The embodiments of the present disclosure further provide a computer readable storage medium, wherein the
computer readable storage medium stores a computer program which causes the processor to perform the following
operations when being executed: performing normalization processing on all yields of elements in acquired element
capture energy spectrum well logging data; establishing a well logging curve response equation set according to the
yields of the elements after the normalization processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model; and
calculating stratum rock component contents using the established well logging curve response equation set and an
optimization algorithm.
[0061] In an embodiment, the computer readable instructions cause the processor to calculate the yields of the elements
using the following equation: 

wherein nyk denotes a yield of a k-th element after the normalization processing; wk denotes a yield normalization
coefficient of the k-th element; yk denotes a yield of the k-th element before the normalization processing; ne denotes
the number of element types; w1 and y1 denote a yield normalization coefficient of an 1-th element and a yield thereof
before the normalization processing, respectively.
[0062] In an embodiment, the computer readable instructions cause the processor to acquire element yield curves
and conventional well logging curves meeting a preset requirement according to the established stratum rock interpre-
tation model; establish response equations each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and conventional
well logging curves.
[0063] In an embodiment, the computer readable instructions cause the processor to establish relational expressions
between the theoretical well logging response values each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and
conventional well logging curves and volume percentage contents of stratum rock components.
[0064] In an embodiment, the computer readable instructions cause the processor to establish a target function using
the well logging curve response equation set; calculate volume percentage contents of each mineral component and
fluid component in a stratum rock using the target function.
[0065] The embodiments of the present disclosure further provide a device for acquiring stratum rock component
contents. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the device comprises a processor 601; and a memory 602 containing computer readable
instructions which when being executed, cause the processor to perform the operations of: performing normalization
processing on all yields of elements in acquired element capture energy spectrum well logging data; establishing a well
logging curve response equation set according to the yields of the elements after the normalization processing and a
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pre-established stratum rock interpretation model; and calculating stratum rock component contents using the established
well logging curve response equation set and an optimization algorithm.
[0066] In an embodiment, the computer readable instructions cause the processor to calculate the yields of the elements
using the following equation: 

wherein nyk denotes a yield of a k-th element after the normalization processing; wk denotes a yield normalization
coefficient of the k-th element; yk denotes a yield of the k-th element before the normalization processing; ne denotes
the number of element types; w1 and y1 denote a yield normalization coefficient of an 1-th element and a yield thereof
before the normalization processing, respectively.
[0067] In an embodiment, the computer readable instructions cause the processor to acquire element yield curves
and conventional well logging curves meeting a preset requirement according to the established stratum rock interpre-
tation model; establish response equations each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and conventional
well logging curves.
[0068] In an embodiment, the computer readable instructions cause the processor to establish relational expressions
between the theoretical well logging response values each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and
conventional well logging curves and volume percentage contents of stratum rock components.
[0069] In an embodiment, the computer readable instructions cause the processor to establish a target function using
the well logging curve response equation set; calculate volume percentage contents of each mineral component and
fluid component in a stratum rock using the target function.
[0070] The device or unit elaborated in the above embodiment specifically may be implemented by a computer chip
or entity, or a product having a certain function. For the convenience of description, the device is described through
various units based on the functions. Of course, the functions of the units may be realized in one or more software and/or
hardware during the implementation of the present disclosure.
[0071] From the description of the above embodiments, a person skilled in the art may further acquire that various
illustrative logical blocks, units and steps listed in the embodiments of the present disclosure can be realized by hardware,
software or a combination thereof, depending on the specific application and the design requirement of the whole system.
With respect to each specific application, a person skilled in the art may realize the functions with various methods,
which shall not be understood as going beyond the protection scope of the embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0072] The steps of the method or the algorithm described in the embodiments of the present disclosure may be
directly embedded into hardware, a software module executed by a processor, or a combination thereof. The software
module may be stored in a Random-Access Memory (RAM), a flash memory, a Read-Only Memory (ROM), an Electrically
Programmable ROM (EPROM), an Electrically Erasable Programmable ROM (EEPROM), a register, a hard disc, a
removable disc, a Compact Disc-ROM (CD-ROM) or a storage medium of any other form in the art. For example, the
storage medium may be connected to the processor, so that the processor can read and write information from and into
the storage medium. Optionally, the storage medium may also be integrated into the processor. The processor and the
storage medium may be disposed in an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) that may be provided in a user
terminal. Optionally, the processor and the storage medium may also be disposed in different parts of the user terminal.
[0073] In one or more example designs, the functions described by the embodiments of the present disclosure may
be realized by hardware, software, firmware or combinations thereof. When being realized in software, the functions
may be stored in a computer readable medium, or transmitted therein in the form of one or more instructions or codes.
The computer readable medium includes a computer storage medium and a communication medium that facilitates a
computer program to be transferred from one place to another place. The storage medium may be an available medium
that can be accessed by any general or special computer. For example, such a computer readable medium may include,
but not limited to, an RAM, an ROM, an EEPROM, a CD-ROM, other optical disc storage, other magnetic disc storage,
other magnetic storage device, or any other medium for bearing or storing program codes in the form of instructions or
data structures and other forms readable by a general or special computer or processor.
[0074] The embodiments herein are described in a progressive manner, and the same or similar parts of the embod-
iments can refer to each other. Each embodiment lays an emphasis on its distinctions from other embodiments. In
particular, the device embodiment is simply described since it is substantially similar to the method embodiment, and
please refer to the description of the method embodiment for the relevant portion.
[0075] Although the present disclosure is described through the above embodiments, a person skilled in the art shall
appreciate that various modifications and changes can be made to the present disclosure without deviating from the
spirit of the present disclosure. It is intended that the appended claims include those modifications and changes without
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deviating from the spirit of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A method for acquiring stratum rock component contents, wherein the method comprising:

performing normalization processing on all yields of elements in acquired element capture energy spectrum
well logging data;
establishing a well logging curve response equation set according to the yields of the elements after the nor-
malization processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model; and
calculating stratum rock component contents using the established well logging curve response equation set
and an optimization algorithm.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein performing normalization processing on all yields of elements comprises
calculating the yields of the elements using the following equation: 

wherein nyk denotes a yield of a k-th element after the normalization processing; wk denotes a yield normalization
coefficient of the k-th element; yk denotes a yield of the k-th element before the normalization processing; ne denotes
the number of element types; w1 and y1 denote a yield normalization coefficient of an 1-th element and a yield
thereof before the normalization processing, respectively.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein establishing a well logging curve response equation set according to the
yields of the elements after the normalization processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model
comprises:

acquiring element yield curves and conventional well logging curves meeting a preset requirement according
to the established stratum rock interpretation model;
establishing response equations each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and conventional
well logging curves.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein establishing response equations each corresponding to the acquired
element yield curves and conventional well logging curves comprises establishing relational expressions between
the theoretical well logging response values each corresponding to the acquired element yield curves and conven-
tional well logging curves and volume percentage contents of stratum rock components.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the established relational expressions are represented as: 

wherein tck1 denotes a theoretical well logging response value corresponding to a k-th conventional well logging
curve acquired; tck2 denotes a theoretical well logging response value corresponding to a k-th element yield curve
acquired; vi and vj denote volume percentage contents of each mineral component and fluid component of a stratum,
respectively; Ri and Rj denote well logging response parameters of each mineral and fluid, respectively; ρi denotes
a density value of an i-th stratum mineral; m and f denote the number of the minerals and fluids in a stratum rock,
respectively; i, j and k are all positive integers.
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6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the well logging response parameters are determined with a method that
combines a rock element mineral experiment with a theoretical value calculation.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein calculating stratum rock component contents using the established well
logging curve response equation set and an optimization algorithm comprises:

establishing a target function using the well logging curve response equation set;
calculating volume percentage contents of each mineral component and fluid component in a stratum rock using
the target function.

8. A device for acquiring stratum rock component contents, comprising:

a normalization processing unit configured to perform normalization processing of yields of elements in acquired
element capture energy spectrum well logging data;
an establishment unit configured to establish a well logging curve response equation set according to the yields
of the elements after the normalization processing and a pre-established stratum rock interpretation model; and
a calculation unit configured to calculate stratum rock component contents using the established well logging
response equation set and an optimization algorithm.

9. The device according to claim 8, wherein the establishment unit comprises:

an acquisition subunit configured to acquire element yield curves and conventional well logging curves meeting
a preset requirement according to the established stratum rock interpretation model;
a first establishment subunit configured to establish response equations each corresponding to the acquired
element yield curves and conventional well logging curves.

10. The device according to claim 8, wherein the calculation unit comprises:

a second establishment subunit configured to establish a target function using the well logging curve response
equation set;
a calculation subunit configured to calculate volume percentage contents of each mineral component and fluid
component in a stratum rock using the target function.
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